Distributed computing technology is widely used by Internet-based business applications. Supply chain management (SCM), customer relationship management (CRM), e-Commerce, and banking are some of the applications employing distributed computing. These applications are the main target to massive attacks known as distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) that cause a denial of service or degradation of services being rendered. The servers that provide reliable services to genuine users in a distributed environment are victims of such attacks that flood fake requests that appear genuine. Flash crowd, on the other hand, is the huge amount of traffic caused by certain flash events (FEs) that mimics DDoS attacks. Detection of DDoS attacks in the wake of flash crowds is a challenging problem to be addressed. The existing solutions are generally meant for either flash crowds or DDoS attacks and more research is needed to have a comprehensive approach for catering to the needs of detection of spoofed and non-spoofed variants of DDoS attacks. This paper proposes a methodology that can detect aforementioned DDoS attacks and differentiate them from flash crowds. NS-2 simulations are carried out on Ubuntu platform for validating the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
Introduction
The Internet has become a backbone of many distributed applications where the location of servers is not important from a user perspective. In the last decade, many servers in a distributed environment were subjected to a massive denial of service attack known as distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack. DDoS attacks occur when a large number of compromised systems flood requests to one or more web servers in the distributed environment. Flash crowd is another traffic scenario in a distributed environment that resembles DDoS traffic. However, a flash crowd is genuine traffic from legitimate systems but the traffic is more due to a flash event [1] . Both traffics appear the same except in the cases such as access intents, the speed of decreased or increased traffic, and distribution of source IP address. Access intent is different in these two as flash crowds are natural flows due to breaking news while the DDoS traffic is the result of a massive denial of service (DoS) attack. The distribution of source IP addresses in case of flash crowds is huge in number and is dispersive while the distribution of the source IP address with a real DDoS attack is limited to compromised nodes only. With respect to flash crowds, the increase or decrease in the speed of traffic is gradual as the spreading news is done slowly. On the other hand, DDoS attack causes heavy traffic that comes in bursts. The traffic increase is done in a short time.
Many researchers contributed towards detecting DDoS attacks and discriminating them from flash crowds. Entropy variations are used in [1] on Internet Threat Monitors (ITMs) for differentiating flash crowds and DDoS attacks. Time-varying traffic behavior of web proxies is explored in [2] where soft control which is a new attack response approach was introduced. Application-layer DDoS attacks were detected and prevented in [3] based on Real-time Frequency Vector (RFV). It was able to characterize the traffic in real time and made some models for effectiveness. These models are based on the entropy of traffic which is somewhat similar to that of [1] . Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used in [4] for studying patterns and detecting DDoS attacks from genuine traffic. Partial rank correlation (PRC) technique is employed in [5] for detecting low-rate and high-rate DDoS attacks. It uses rank value for detecting malicious traffic from genuine traffic with high detection accuracy. But it does not focus on the extreme deviations from the median of probability distributions. A filtering-based approach is explored in [6] where routers do perform filtering of unwanted traffic with the notion of filter propagation. Filtering makes use of hot count, router's resource availability, and router's link degree. It does mean that a router which is close to attackers do have more resources and exhibit more connections with neighbors. Since filters work in collaboration with each other in a distributed environment, this method exhibits higher attack blocking ratio. At the same time, it also causes issues when there is a problem with filtering criteria.
Other approaches found in the literature include a method to survive organized DDoS attacks that resemble flash crowd (FC) [7, 8] , observations on packet arrival patterns [9] , entropy-based methods [10] , entropy variations [11] , traffic cluster entropy-based approach [12] , generating traffic for FE and DDoS [13] , human behavior during FE [14] , connected vehicle technology for mitigating effect of FC [15] , and a comprehensive approach for discriminating between flash crowds and DDoS attacks. Out of which, many used entropy-based methods. Each method has its own merits and demerits. There is need for a comprehensive detection and discrimination approach.
To overcome issues with different kinds of approaches, in this paper, we proposed a comprehensive methodology that considers multiple dynamics of traffic including source entropy, traffic entropy, and different thresholds for good understanding and detection of DDoS attacks such as spoofed and non-spoofed DDoS attacks. Spoofed DDoS attacks are the attacks in which IP address in packets is spoofed while this does not happen in case of non-spoofed DDoS attacks. The methodology also discriminates them from flash crowds. Detection rate, false positive rate, and classification rate are used to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed methodology. Network simulation test bed NS2 is used to demonstrate proof of the concept. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews literature related to DDoS attacks and flash crowds in terms of detection and prevention methods. Section 3 provides preliminaries to understand the proposed system. Section 4 explains the proposed methodology for detection of spoofed and non-spoofed DDoS attacks and discriminating them from flash events. Section 5 presents experimental results and evaluation while Section 6 concludes the paper besides providing a future scope of the research.
Related works
In the wake of increased DDoS attack threats over the Internet, Rai et al. [16] studied the problem of unavailability of web sites and degraded network performance. They made a survey of different DDoS mitigation techniques that came into existence. They include volume-based attacks such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) SYN flood, application DDoS attacks such as HTTP-GET flood, and low-rate attacks such as slowloris attack. Another good survey of DDoS attacks is made by Zargar et al. [17] with respect to flooding. Prasad et al. [1] employed different entropy variations on Internet Threat Monitors (ITMs) for characterizing DDoS attacks and discriminate them from that of flash crowds. They formulated the problem using botnets and proposed a discrimination approach. A large number of compromised machines that participate in DDoS attack formed a botnet.
Jaideep et al. [18] have made a survey on P2P networks and mentioned DDoS attacks on such networks besides countermeasures to those attacks. Tang et al. [2] proposed a server side defense mechanism for withstanding DDoS attacks that are web proxy-based. Since it employs both spatial and temporal locality to extract features from proxy server traffic, it does not directly depend on traffic intensity. Weak signals are protected from interference caused by large values that occur infrequently by using nonlinear mapping function. To model the time-varying behavior of proxy in terms of traffic, a hidden semi-Markov model is used to uncover hidden states and provide an effective solution. The attack response system was named as soft control which converts suspicious traffic into some sort of normal traffic. Thus, it can protect the interests of legitimate users. This method also proved to be effective in early detection. Zhou et al. [3] studied DDoS attacks and their characteristics when they occur in backbone web traffic in the application layer of OSI reference model. They proposed a defense architecture and integrated it with a detection algorithm. They built the architecture in such a way that it could be deployed in backbone networks. They applied the algorithm to real traffic generated from Sina and Taobao to demonstrate proof of the concept. Their method was effective in defining application-layer DDoS attacks. They could find out the malicious sources but could not improve reaction rate. Bhuyan et al. [19] employed information metrics for detection of two kinds of DDoS attacks namely high-rate DDoS and low-rate DDoS. Information metrics they used are KullbackLeiber divergence, generalized entropy, Renyi's entropy, Shannon entropy, and Hartley entropy. The advantage of their method is low computational complexity. However, it was not able to overcome the early detection problem.
Sachdeva et al. [20] employed optimal thresholds for traffic cluster entropy and utilized receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC), detection rates and false positive rates for evaluating their method. Their method was meant for discriminating DDoS attack from flash events. They used NS2 simulations for their study. They left the real implementation of the mechanism for future. ANN is used by Saied et al. [4] for detection of already known and unknown attacks pertaining to DDoS. Their solution was based on certain patterns. Their solution could not handle DDoS attacks where packet headers are encrypted. Little et al. [21] proposed a technique known as spectral clustering for classifying various network attacks including DDoS attacks. They evaluated the accuracy of classification, and the classifier cloud be used to have real-time attack detection. They suggested the use of spectral clustering technique for real-time intrusion detection in future. Noor et al. [22] focused on software-defined networking (SDN) for detection and mitigation of domain name system (DNS) amplification attack. It is a kind of DDoS attack that performs attacks on domain name service (DNS) servers and causes amplified responses. Service function chaining is the improvement they deferred for future work. Divakaran et al. [23] studied the issues related to forensics and network security. They proposed an evidence gathering framework for discovering hidden patterns and correlating them for an increase in the capability of detection. They could differentiate normal traffic from that of malwares. They did not focus on evidences at different stages and work with live real-time traffic. Bhuyan et al. [5] proposed a method known as Partial Rank Correlation-based Detection (PRCD) for detecting and differentiating high-rate and low-rate DDoS attacks. They intended to use extreme value theory for detection of DDoS attacks. Fernandes et al. [24] proposed a statistical method based on flow analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) for anomaly detection. Thus, they could create a network profile named Digital Signature of Network Segment using Flow Analysis (DSNSF) which is used to predict the behavior of the network. This digital network is effectively used to form a threshold for anomaly detection. Seo et al. [6] proposed a novel solution to detect DDoS attack namely Adaptive Probabilistic Filter Scheduling (APFS). It exploits probability factors such as hop count from the sender, resource availability of filter router, and link degree of filter router. When compared to other filter-based mechanisms, it is found that APFS has 44% higher defense effectiveness. Xu et al. [25] proposed a method for detection of DDoS attacks based on a model which throws light into user clicks identification based on a Markov model known as hidden semi-Markov. Especially, it makes use of data pre-processing for effectively detecting application-layer DDoS attacks. However, it is to be evaluated. Xie et al. [26] proposed a based on web proxy-based server side defense mechanism with spatial locality and temporal behavior and soft control attack response method.
The DDoS attacks mentioned so far are made in distributed environments. Sahi et al. [27] proposed TCP flood kind of DDoS attack detection and prevention in a distributed and cloud computing environment. It was a classifier system named CS_DDoS employed for public clouds. They used k-fold cross validation model for evaluating the accuracy of their system. They tested their system with attacks from a single source and multiple sources. However, their system could not work for spoofed DDoS attacks.
Stephanakis et al. [28] exploited the good features of self-organizing feature map (SOFM) for anomaly detection in cloud computing environments.
Different methods identified in the literature include entropy variations on ITMs, temporal and spatial locality behavior, real-time frequency vector-based approach, information metric approach, traffic cluster entropy, ANN, spectral clustering technique, DDoS TCP flood attack detection, sFlow with security-centric SDN, evidence gathering approach, partial rank correlation, self-organizing feature map, anonymous profile-based anomaly detection, adaptive probabilistic filter scheduling, user clicks identification, and proxy-based temporal and spatial locality behavior models. From the review of the literature, we found that most of the existing methods follow certain technique for DDoS attack detection which could be improved further with synergic effect by combining with other methods. In this paper, we proposed a hybrid approach for comprehensive understanding and differentiation between DDoS attacks and flash crowds.
Proposed system
The proposed system is based on an anomaly of traffic patterns. It is meant for detecting DDoS attacks and differentiating them from flash events. Packets in the traffic are observed. Each packet in the traffic when studied independently appears to be genuine. However, when packets at different places are correlated, it is possible to find the difference. Since DDoS attacks are man-made, the packets reflect some kind of patterns. The packets of DDoS violate normal and general structure and order of packets that are produced in genuine environments. The degree of disorder or randomness in network traffic flows is known as entropy. The entropy can be used to find source IP distribution. Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed approach. It is able to classify the traffic into different kinds of DDoS attacks or flash events.
When a DDoS attack is launched, the network status changes gradually and temporally. At a given time t 1 , it is assumed that the general state of the network shows reasonably less traffic. However, if the traffic is very high, then it indicates that DDoS attack is started. As time goes on, it may increase to the level of traffic where detection becomes apparent. This point is denoted as t 2 . The point made here is that there is some time interval between t 2 and t 1 which is nothing but detection delay. Source entropy is the number of source IP addresses from which attack is launched. The traffic that comes from the same network is considered traffic cluster. Entropy pertaining to traffic cluster is known as traffic entropy. Generally, an analysis is the process of analyzing server load characteristics and features of network traffic. The former includes memory utilization, CPU load, user level utilization of CPU, and system level utilization of CPU. The latter includes traffic distribution, a number of source IP addresses, newly found source IP addresses, and incoming traffic volume. As this kind of analysis incurs computational complexity, the notion of traffic cluster with respect to traffic entropy is used. Thresholds are derived from traffic entropy in order to minimize false positives and increase the rate of detection.
At the starting of simulation first, we find out initial source entropy and traffic entropy. We start to send packets. It may be either attacker, legitimate user, or may be a normal user. We find out time where the traffic is continuously increased. At that time we find current source entropy and traffic entropy and also find out source deviation and traffic deviation, according to the conditions, we can tell if it is DDOS, spoofed DDoS, sophisticated DDoS, flash event, or high-volume DDoS. There are various notations used in the proposed approach as presented in Table 1 . Source IP address is a 4-byte logical address used in the packets to represent its source IP. Traffic cluster is denoted as t. Source address entropy is denoted as H(). Let the random variable H() take the values 1, 2, 3, 1 in different packets.
Let the number of packets received per Sc_IP be.
According to the flash event conditions given above, if the current source entropy is greater than the upper threshold source entropy and the current traffic Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed approach using source entropy and traffic entropy is considered for analysis and classification of DDoS attacks into spoofed and non-spoofed attacks besides flash events As per the spoofed DDoS attack conditions given above, if the current source entropy is greater than the upper threshold source entropy and the current traffic entropy is greater than the lower threshold traffic entropy, then it is considered as spoofed DDoS attack.
Non-spoofed DDoS attack condition
As per the non-spoofed DDoS attack conditions given above, if the current source entropy is less than the lower threshold source entropy and the current traffic entropy is greater than the upper threshold traffic entropy, such attack is considered to be non-spoofed DDoS attack.
Standard deviation
Standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion of a set of data from its mean. It is calculated as the square root of variance by determining the variation between each data point relative to the mean.
It can be calculated using σ= 
Experimental design
We considered transit-stub which model hierarchical nature of the Internet. The rationale behind this is that the DDoS attacks occur in a distributed environment where multiple nodes are compromised by adversaries before launching a massive denial of service (DoS) attack. In the chosen network, many domains exist. Each domain is either a transit or stub network. The end hosts to the Internet are connected by the stub network. Many stub networks are interconnected by transit networks. The nodes that generate traffic are connected to stub networks. Attack users and genuine users are connected to stub networks. The aim of the experiments is to secure and protect a server which is victimized via DDoS attacks. The simulation topology is based on GT-ITM which has as many as 8 ISP domains with 12 transit routers to which FE, DDoS, and legitimate nodes are connected. In an ISP domain, the DDoS attack is detected. Figure 2 shows the outline of Fig. 2 Overview of the topology in transit network for connecting two or more stub networks. Transit network is nothing but a regional Internet service provider (ISP) or backbone ISP the topology. In Fig. 2 , transit network for connecting two or more stub networks, legitimate clients, and attacker nodes are connected to the stub network. The aim of the proposed approach is to protect the victim server from DDoS attacks. For each kind of traffic generation such as legitimate traffic, attack traffic, and flash events, around 400 nodes are used. The simulation environment is created with NS2. The simulation lasts for 70 s. The three kinds of traffic start randomly with a certain interval. Legitimate web traffic is generated by using HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used to generate attack traffic. The attacker nodes do modify TCP protocols in order for successful DDoS attacks. They send a huge amount of traffic in such a way that HTTP servers are overwhelmed with attack traffic. Constant bitrate (CBR) mode in NS2 is used to have UDP flows. With respect to attack parameters, the size of the time window is made adjustable.
Traffic cluster entropy for different window sizes are computed. Based on the server processing capacity classification rate, detection rate, false negative rate, and false positive rate are considered. Typical attack period considered is 30-35 s. Start time for flash traffic is 25-30 s, and finish time is 45-50 s. Legitimate traffic start time is set randomly between 1 and 20 s, and end time is set at 70 s.
Results and discussion
Experiments are made with the simulation and experiment design discussed in the previous section. Detection metric is made up of traffic cluster entropy and source address entropy with logical OR/AND. Many observations are made in the experiments. When FE and DDoS attacks are made at a time, source address entropy is increased. In case of only DDoS attacks, the other entropy named traffic cluster entropy is increased. Therefore, it is understood the traffic cluster entropy is the major part of detection metric which serves two purposes such as detecting a DDoS attack and also discriminating the same from FE. Thresholds for source address entropy are taken as per six sigma method while the same for traffic cluster entropy is obtained using ROC curve. Different simulations are carried out for evaluating the proposed methodology. Normal web traffic scenario is used to have baseline scenario. Source IP address entropy, its standard deviation with respect to traffic cluster entropy are computed without attack. The experimental results are compared with the work influenced by [20] which is our prior work. The existing system is our own simulation whose results are compared with the proposed system.
As shown in Fig. 3 , detection delay is computed as t d −t a . At t a , it is assumed that the network is under a heavy load reflecting an unusual event. It does mean that really attacking sources are causing that load or the load is caused by a legitimate flash event. It is evident that the attack start time and detection time are able to provide the delay in detection of an attack. Considering DDoS attack start time and as attack detected time, the detection delay is computed as follows.
Detection delay=t d − t a . There are two variables known as tolerance factors denoted as u and v ∈I where I is the set of integers. Tolerance factors are the design parameters. The attack detection parameters are described here. Time window is set to 0.6 s. Tolerance factor u is set to 6 which is in accordance with Six Sigma method. The tunable tolerance factor v is considered for different Fig. 3 Timeline showing attack start time, attack detected time, and the delay. It shows network state. At the time t a , DDoS is started and at the time t d , the attack is detected modes of operation. For best detection rate, the v values are 3 and 4. For normal defense, they are 5 and 6. For best false positive rate, they are 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. As different networks do have requirements differently, the tunable parameters help in considering different network conditions. Tolerance factor is the amount of deviation which is considered appropriate to raise DDoS attack alarm. Based on this, best detection rate, best false positive rate, and normal detection are described here. For best detection rate to be achieved, tolerance factor is set to a low value. It does mean that the range given for normal traffic cluster entropy is less. This will ensure reduction of false negatives and improve detection rate. It can detect all attacks accurately but may consider some normal states as attack states. The best false positive rate is achieved by setting tolerance factor to a high value. In this case, the range used for entropy for classification is broad and thus shows less detection rate and less false alarm rate. When false positive detection increases, attack detection decreases. For normal detection scenario, the threshold value for tolerance factor is set to medium. It balances false negatives and false positives. Experiments are made by changing tolerance factor between 1 and 10. Experiments are made with normal web traffic with DDoS attacks and normal web traffic with FE.
Detection rate is computed as a fraction of attack class that is detected correctly. It is computed as follows.
D R =
TP TPþFN
The false positive rate is used to measure the ratio between a total number of normal traffic events and number of normal traffic events that are detected as attacks. It is computed as follows.
FP R =
FP TNþFP
The classification rate is used to measure the ratio between a total number of actually occurred events and true classified events. It is computed as follows.
C R =
TPþTN TPþTNþFPþFN
Detection rate, classification rate, and false positive rate dynamics are presented and discussed in this section.
As shown in Table 2 , it is evident that the false positive rate has its influence on the detection rate. The detection rate is increased as the false positive rate is increased. As the tolerance factor is changed, the false positive rate is also changed accordingly. It has influenced the detection rate of the system. The proposed detection rate at tolerance factor 10 is 0.42 while the existing detection rate is 0.33. When the tolerance factor is 1, the false positive rate is 0.4 while the detection rate of proposed and existing is 1 and 0.96, respectively. There is a trade-off between detection rate and false positive rate. An increase in false positive rate is increasing detection rate. Therefore, false positive rate is used to measure the effectiveness of the system. As presented in Fig. 4 , the detection rate for the given false positive rates is provided for both existing and proposed approaches. The proposed system shows better performance than existing one. Two trends are clearly visible in the results: detection rate is influenced by false positive rate, and the proposed system has comparable improvement in the detection rate consistently. Here, the existing approach is our prior work which was influenced by [20] .
The difference in the temporal variation of source address entropy and traffic entropy provide useful insights. As shown in Table 3 , the temporal variation in entropy during normal web traffic with FE reveals entropy variations in source address entropy and traffic cluster entropy. The simulation time has an influence on the source address entropy while traffic cluster entropy remains constant after some initial simulation time.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , it is evident that the difference between existing and proposed systems is presented in terms of temporal variation in entropy during normal web traffic with a flash event. The temporal variation in entropy is visible at different simulation times. The traffic address entropy and source address entropy values are less than that of existing ones.
There is a difference between the existing and proposed systems in terms of pattern in which the traffic address entropy and source address entropy are revealed.
As shown in Table 4 , the simulation time has its impact on the entropy with respect to variations in entropy during normal web traffic. The simulation time considered is from 0.6 s to 51.6 s with many intervals at which the entropy results are observed. The traffic entropy and source address entropy of an existing approach and the traffic entropy and source address entropy of the proposed system are presented. As the simulation time is increased, the entropy results are observed and presented. As shown in Fig. 6 , the variation in entropy during normal and web traffic is presented for both existing and proposed systems. The results reveal the details of both traffic entropy and source address entropy.
The entropy results observed at different simulation intervals showed the trends in the entropy values for both existing and proposed approaches. Since the proposed approach used different parameters for controlled experiments, the results revealed the difference in entropy dynamics. The variations in the entropy of existing and proposed systems provide useful insights.
Entropy values during normal web traffic with spoofed DDoS are presented in Table 5 . The results reveal that there is more variation in this case between source address entropy and traffic cluster entropy. The results are observed with respect to spoofed DDoS attack detection. Measures such as traffic entropy and source address entropy for both existing and proposed approaches show the trends in the entropy values as the simulation progresses. Observations contain the entropy values at simulation times from 0.6 s to the end of simulation at 51.6 s.
As presented in Fig. 7 , the results show the entropy dynamics during normal web traffic with spoofed DDoS. The results reveal the difference between source address entropy and traffic entropy for both existing and proposed systems. The entropy values presented are when spoofed DDoS attack is simulated. The proposed traffic entropy and the proposed source address entropy are lower than that of the existing one. The results show the traffic dynamics as the simulation time increases. The variations provide useful insights.
As shown in Table 6 , it is evident that there is much different in source address entropy and traffic cluster entropy due to the reason that the variation entropy is recorded with normal web traffic with a non-spoofed DDoS attack. In the experiments where a non-spoofed DDoS attack is simulated, the entropy values such as traffic entropy and source address entropy are recorded for existing and proposed systems. When simulation time is 61.8, the traffic entropy and source address As shown in Fig. 8 , it is evident that the difference in source address entropy and traffic entropy of an existing and proposed system is visualized. The results reveal the dynamics of variation in entropy during normal web traffic with non-spoofed DDoS attacks. The entropy values are increased when simulation time is increased to some extent. Later on, there is a slight difference in the entropy values. However, the proposed system entropy values are less than that of the existing one. Based on the entropy values, the performance between the two approaches is changed. As shown in Fig. 4 , the proposed system shows better performance in terms of detection rate.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a methodology to detect spoofed and non-spoofed DDoS attacks and discriminate them from flash events. We employed source address entropy and traffic cluster entropy values in order to have accurate detection of the attacks. The proposed model has mechanisms for DDoS and FE scenarios in a more realistic distributed environment. Detection rate and false positive rate are used to analyze the performance of the proposed system. These attacks are also discriminated from flash events. Extensive simulations are made using NS2. The results revealed that the proposed method is capable of detecting aforementioned DDoS attacks and discriminate from flash events. In future, we implement the proposed method in real traffic to evaluate true performance of the proposed system. Improving mechanism for identifying low flash crowd attacks with high accuracy is another direction for future work.
DDoS attacks may be encrypted by adversaries. Detecting such attacks is another promising direction for future work. Extreme value theory and its application for detecting DDoS attacks is yet another direction for future work. 
